
Adventure is waiting!

Starting July 1, 2023





For centuries, the bears of Haven have lived quiet lives high in the mountains at the edge
of the great Precipice. at all changes for a young cub named Growly when he receives
a mysterious message. With just his backpack and glider, Growly sets out on a desperate
journey to nd his grandfather’s long lost friend ...and to nd a way back home. 

Written for the 8-12 year old reading level, Begin is 
also a captivating read aloud for ages 4 and up,
and wiand will appeal to anyone who appreciates 
stories of adventure and friendship.

Adventure is waiting ...

For $5 per pack, each
participant receives:
• Signed copy of Begin
• 140+ page Begin Companion PDF
• The Begin audiobook
• Access to Begin Read Aloud Videos
• Bookmark
• Sticker

To learn more about The Growly Books
visit www.thegrowlybooks.com

For information on purchasing packs,
write to: mail@thegrowlybooks.com



Reading Adventure Testimonial

Visit our website to find out more about the books,
download printable maps, freebies, and more.

www.thegrowlybooks.com

Our school was fortunate enough to have a school-
wide summer read using Mr. Ulrich’s first book in 
The Growly Series called Begin. When we reached 
out to Mr. Ulrich he was swift to respond, engaged 
in what our ideas were and helpful in putting
together a bundle of things for each of our families
tto take home in May of 2022. This included a signed
book from him.

When communicating with Mr. Ulrich he was
professional, personable, and inspiring. We enjoyed
his book as a school so much that we invited him
to come and spend two days at FRA with a book
signing for parents one evening and a full day of
engaging, inengaging, interactive sessions with all of our
 students from PreK3 through 4th grade. We even made a day out of it with a camping theme, a

picnic-style lunch outside, a scavenger hunt and of course, he had a special lunch with some of
our avid 3rd and 4th-grade readers where he got to talk to them about his book and answer their
questions.

We thoroughly enjoyed our time with Mr. Ulrich and look forward to reading the next book in his
adventure.

--Angelica Marsh (Media Specialist/Tech Integrator at Franklin Road Academy in Nashville, TN)
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